
Hi brokers, 
we’re Oscar. 
Health 
insurance 
made simple.

Oscar member 
experience

Have 
questions? 
Ready to get 
started?

Head over to  

hioscar.com

We offer unique perks to keep your clients 

happy. Members can:

Get help with bills, prescriptions, and 

finding care from their dedicated 

Concierge team and nurse.

Earn $1 every day they hit their 

goal* with step tracking. Cashout in 

Amazon Gift Cards!

Find plan details, labs, health 

history, prescriptions, bills, and ID 

card right in the app!

Talk to a board certified doctor for 

free, 24/7 to get medical advice 

and prescriptions over the phone.**

*  Eligible step tracking rewards vary by state. May not 
be available on select plans in MI.

** Select plans, including some HSA-compatible plans, 
may charge a copay for Doctor on Call service. Not 
available in DE, AR, ID. Please see plan details at 
hioscar.com for more information.

“ In a word, my experience with Oscar has 
been fantastic. From network and price to 
enrollment Oscar is seamless, extremely 
user-friendly, and efficient.”
Jay J. Greenbaum, CLU, ChFC President
Rockville Benefit Advisors LLC



Our plans  
and network

We’re an EPO built around high-quality, 

nationally ranked doctors. And we’ve already 

partnered with more than half of the top 20 

U.S. health systems.

EPO plans combine the flexibility of a PPO 

with the cost savings of an HMO. With this plan 

type, you don’t need to see a primary care 

doctor or obtain referrals before getting care. 

Find providers in your area at  

hioscar.com/search.

Hi, we’re 
Oscar.

We’re a better kind of health insurance 

company. We make selling and 

servicing your clients easy.

Since 2012 we’ve been backed by 

leading investors such as Fidelity, 

expanded to 9 states, and won over 

250,000 individuals and businesses in 

our pursuit of building smart, simple 

health insurance.

Find out why brokers and members 

love us!

Get  
appointed

We’re using technology to make it easy for you 

to sell Oscar plans and service clients.

Thanks to your broker account and growing 

set of tools, you’ll also be able to see our 

commission schedule, download materials, 

answer common FAQs and more!

Getting appointed with Oscar is easy! All you’ll 

need to do is create an account and complete 

our 5 minute Appointment Application on  

hioscar.com/brokers. 

* As a fast 
growing 
company, we 
often add new 
markets to our 
service area. To  
find out where we  
offer small group and 
individual products, please  
check hioscar.com/brokers.

“ Customer service is amazing. Easy 
communication is a relief.”
Rebecca M, Oscar member


